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Many reasons for ‘opening debates’

 Making wiser, fairer choices about how science is developed

- helping to think through possible long-term impacts, and better 

ways of managing risks, and maximising benefits 

 Hearing wider perspectives, challenging assumptions

 Doing better science, allowing more people to participate



Many reasons for ‘opening debates’

- Sciencewise claims for ‘public dialogues’ 

 Make better, more robust decisions that reflect public values

 Increase legitimacy for tough decisions

 Demonstrate accountability for public investment

 Overcome entrenched positions - enable policy to move forward

 Gain a rich understanding of public aspirations and concerns 

that goes beyond media headlines or focus groups

IF it’s done well.



Different ways to ‘open debates’

Some ‘starting conditions’: 

 Transparency

 Clear communication about research that is happening, possible 

trajectories

 Genuine appetite to hear wider views

 Ability to listen / reflect

 ‘Maturity’



Different ways to ‘open debates’… ?

Researchers, groups, 

institutes having 

discussions with public

-where researchers listen

Open Innovation

Media, including 

new media

Deliberative dialogues 

on issues/ questions

Opening up Governance

Committees with diverse

membership 



Science in Society, a key moment in the UK:

 2000 House of Lords

Science & Technology Committee

Science and Society report

PUS  became    PES

- a ‘crisis in confidence’
- public very positive about science
- but scientists need to listen to the public
- science communication often too top down



House of Lords S&T Select Committee Report 
‘Science and Society’, 2000

Individuals: 

„„Science is conducted by individuals who must have 

morality and values, and must be allowed, indeed expected, 

to apply them to their work 

…by declaring the values which underpin their work, and by 

engaging with the values and attitudes of the public, they are 

far more likely to command public support.‟‟



House of Lords S&T Select Committee Report 
‘Science and Society’, 2000

Institutions and organisations: 

„That direct dialogue with the public should move from being 

an optional add-on to science-based policy-making & to the 

activities of research organisations & learned institutions, 

- & should become a normal & integral part of the process.‟



Europe and beyond…

European Commissioner for Science and Research 

 Janez Potočnik

‘It is not about losing or gaining control; it is about sharing democratic 

responsibility and ownership – the need to involve all parties from 

the beginning and to involve them all in the process of determining the 

best way forward…



Developments since 2000, UK:

 Whole science engagement community emphasising listening

 Emphasis on embedding and professionalising engagement:

 1. Universities - ‘Beacons for Public Engagement’, 2007-11

 2. Funders: - ‘Concordat’ - 2010

 3. Research Councils  - ‘embedding’ consideration of societal and 

ethical issues at all levels

 4. Government - ‘Sciencewise’ help all across government 

& funders to do public dialogue well - 2005



Report on Governance - in publication:

Royal Society/ BNRB/ Sciencewise Report 

40 interviews with senior people in ‘science-based’ organisations

‘Good Governance’ needs wide challenge & input into decision-making

- Appetite to involve ‘public interests’ more in Governance

- Much Governance currently relies heavily on scientists

- CEOs want to collaborate more with other organisations

- ‘Public engagement’ people often based in ‘Communications’ 

- Useful also to have public engagement input in Strategy & Policy



Research Councils

Experimenting with how to consider public interests in 

their  Governance and decision-making:

 Public panels: public on panels, sit in on committees, MRC

 Committees: including Research Committee, ESRC 

 Open meetings: shape Strategy, ESRC

 Citizen’s Advisory Fora: Living with Environmental Change 

 ‘Societal Panels’ informing Council & Executive 

STFC, BBSRC, (EPSRC)

 Public dialogues to inform decisions (with Sciencewise)

 Geo-engineering, Synthetic Biology, Nanotechnologies



Works across all Government departments, agencies, funding bodies:

- to help get public dialogue used on appropriate issues, at useful times 

- Dialogues - helps commission, run, evaluate them

- ‘Hand-holding’, mentoring

- Capacity building, Training

- Publications

- Web resource

- Capturing good practice

- Experimenting

Sciencewise 

- Expert Resource Centre 



What is public dialogue? 

Sciencewise, the U.K.’s Expert Resource Centre for good practice in dialogue:

 “a wide, time-limited conversation between the public and 

policy-makers in Government to inspire and inform better 

policy in science and innovation.”



What public dialogue is not? 

Sciencewise, the U.K.’s Expert Resource Centre for good practice in dialogue:

 public making decisions

 stakeholder engagement

 opinion polls

 focus group

 a way of getting agreement to a decision already made 



2005: 1st round - Nanotechnologies; Climate change; Animal experiments

20 dialogues; usually £200 - £500k (often several components)

- Geo-engineering (£155k)

- Synthetic Biology (£500k)

- Industrial Biotechnology (£90k)  

- The Big Energy Shift (£800k), Low Carbon Communities Challenge

- Living with Environmental Change (£24k)

- Brain science, addiction and drugs (£300k)

- Hybrid and chimera embryos for research (£140k)

- ‘Sciencehorizons’ - identifying future areas

Dialogue projects: 



Influence on policy - hard to ‘prove’!

Cyber-trust - guidelines on use of personal data; HP & BT Managers 

presented at international industry events; influenced House

of Lords inquiry into personal internet security; HP continued

Hybrid and chimera embryos for research –

Human Fertilisation and Embryology Authority (HFEA) decision 

followed the public priorities and included caveats

EPSRC Nanotechnologies Grand Challenge - public’s comments 

swayed funding decisions (‘public dialogue was more useful than the 

Town meetings with scientists’)

Impacts? 



Key lessons learned…

 Need a real decision and real policymakers

 Take time - but in time for decisions

 bring wide range of people

 meet repeatedly

 Use range of experts, including scientists

 employ professional facilitators

 clear with public the opportunity for input to policy

 feed back the outcomes



BUT…

 Threatening to the status quo

 Hard for scientists (humans?) to listen

 Tendency not to let public help frame issues

 Some strongly held views of what ‘dialogue’ is

 Policy-makers need to experience a dialogue to value it

 If the issue is contentious, many people ‘hide’  




